NEW DIRECTIONS IN MEDIEVAL EUROPEAN & ISLAMIC ART

Friday, March 8th, 2013
2 to 4:30 pm, Wright Hall 101, UC Davis

Seth Hindin (ACLS New Faculty Fellow, UC Davis), Introduction

Beatrice Kitzinger (Mellon Postdoctoral Fellow, Stanford), “On Medieval Figures of Progress and Change”

Asa Mittman (Associate Professor, Chico State), “In the Cold Land of Bizo: Expelling Jews on Medieval Maps”

Patricia Blessing (Visiting Lecturer, Stanford), “Architecture, Space and the Body in Medieval Anatolia”

Beate Fricke (Assistant Professor, UC Berkeley), “Crafts of Blood and Shapes of Life”

Sponsored by the Art History Program, the Medieval and Early Modern Studies Program, the Department of Religious Studies, the Department of French and Italian, the Classics Program, the Middle East/South Asia Studies Program, and the Davis Humanities Institute